
DE KELSEY, Nephi collector, leans on a dis- became interested in keys when he found how
play of his first hobby - a collection of 208 important they were to keeping his other collec-
tokens used from time to time in Utah. Behind tion safe. Mr. Kelsey won two blue ribbons at
him is another display of keys. He said he the Juab County Fair.

Nephi Man's Double Hobb
Attracts Interest of Others

By MARILYN KEYTE
NEPHI -- Two blue ribbon entries exhibited in the

hobby department of the Juab County Fair by Nephi
resident De Kelsey, rated a lot of interest by
patrons.

In a double glass case Mr. Kelsey had aligned 208
trade tokens he has collected. A second display nice-
ly framed some fancy keys.

"I used to collect coins," said Mr. Kelsey, "but
these days you need to keep such things as those un-
der lock and key."

Mr. Kelsey went on to say he found trade tokens
just as interesting. "Utah is what you would call a
sleeper state where tokens are concerned. There is
no catalog listing their worth or rarity because there
hasn't been much interest."

According to Mr. Kelsey the LDS church used
tokens for purchase use as late as the 1940's.Most 'of
his collection date much earlier than that, however.

In the early years of the state most stories
operated on the barter system but gave extra credit
in trade tokens which were usually redeemable only
in the issuing store. This assured the store owner
that the remaining credit would be spent with him,
not a competitor.

"Along with finding these trade tokens I learn a lot
about the history of Utah," said De. For instance he
has one token that came from Frisco, Utah, a small
ghost town located near Milford. "Most people never
heard of Frisco, much less t.heir trade tokens," he
added.

Mr. Kelsey does not buy tokens, he trades for
them. He has an eye for other collectable items like
purple bottles, and can usually come up with a swap
that is agreeable to both parties. Many of his silver
coins that were rare were swapped in this way.

Having taken a fancy for trade tokens Mr. Kelsey
has even produced a wooden nickel which he uses as
a calling card. It has his name and a reproduction of
a Salt Lake street car token on one side and the
words "wooden nickel" below an American buffalo
on the reverse.

While he is looking for trade tokens he also picks
up old time keys. His collection includes huge
warehouse and building keys, along with china
cabinet, jewel box, and desk keys. .

Some of the rarer ones are railroad keys, as well
as those that once locked handcuffs and leg irons.

One of Mr. Kelsey's favorite pastimes is to take
his wife and go to small Utah towns and browse in
small stores that have a little bit of everything still
on their shelves.

He gets acquainted and is often directed to some
local resident that is a collector also and more often
than not he makes some sort of a trade.

"When my wife and I were setting out on one such
trip," said Mr. Kelsey, "one of my children said, 'br-
ing me something back,' then after a moment the
child said, 'Never mind, I just remembered Dad only

. goes to those old stores.' "
Having caught the collecting bug Mr. Kelsey plans

to keep right on with his pastime and visit a lot more
of those old stores.


